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1. The visual class system was created against the background of a PC-compatible
Representation and an automated formation of superordinate collecting classes CC.

2. The visual class system has a two-part key (KEY-Nr).The two
Digits before the point indicate the champion class and the two digits after
The point the master class to the appropriate champion class.
A champion class is at the same time a collective class and always has the place
Master number two zeros.
Thus, an automated assignment of non - imageable master classes to the
related class (yellow marked).

3. In general, the 7 GROUPS are always also champion classes.
The PC recognizes them at the 2nd digit of the champion class number, the

always = ZERO.

4. There are a maximum of 48 champion classes (48 collective classes CC)
not full, then it is classified into a superordinate collective class.
If this collection class is not full, it is placed in the superordinate
always existing GROUP, of which there are 7.

5. An European Master will be awarded if the bird has at least 93 points
as well as at least 10 birds exhibited in the master class.

6. An European Champion is awarded, if the bird on the other hand at least 94 points and 
on the other hand at least 20 birds from 3 several breeders in the champion class issued.

7. A VIZE-Europachampion shall receive a certificate, if at least 40 birds are present in the
Champion class. Minimum of points = 93.

8. A 3rd place at Europachampion will be honored with a certificate, if at least 60 birds
compete in the champion class. Minimum points = 93.

9. Only for the "youth class" will be an European Master from 90 points and an European 
Champion from 92 points, if even only 1 breeder is exhibiting in this group.

10. The European Champion for the 7 GROUPS will always forgiven.

11. For the 7 GROUPS, there are the following maximum number of champion titles:
Coloured Canaries = 8 Positur Canaries = 7
Hybrids of Finches = 5 Fringillidae/Euro-Songbirds/NON-Euro-Songbirds = 6
Exotics = 10 Budgies = 4
Parakeets & Parrots = 8 SUM =48

12. For the 7 GROUPS, there are the following maximum number of master titles:
Coloured Canaries = 37 Positur Canaries = 37

  REGULARIES for the European Championships  

of the section "BIRDS" in Denmark 2018



Hybrids of Finches = 24 Fringillidae/Euro-Songbirds/NON-Euro-Songbirds = 43
Exotics = 26 Budgies = 24
Parakeets & Parrots = 35 SUM = 226


